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THE OUTLOOK OF

THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

Gentlemen,—A very significant incident in the

history of France and of human thought was recorded

in the Times of December 24 last, and has great

interest for members of the medical profession. The
article I speak of was headed “ The Great Men of

France,” and it relates how it had occurred to one of

the most widely circulated French newspapers, the

Petit Pccrisien
,
to take a plebiscite of the French

nation on the question of the relative pre-eminence

of great Frenchmen in the last century. It appealed

to its readers all over France to vote, and was

rewarded by a response from no less than 15
,
000,000

of the French people. The result was delightful,

and, in my humble opinion, profoundly just and true.

I shall give you the chief figures in a few lines from

the interesting telegram of the Times correspondent

:

“ The winner of the recent contest is Pasteur. Victor

Hugo runs him close, having received 1
, 227,103 votes,

against 1
,
338,425 for the world-renowned man of

science. But it is characteristic that two men of

peaceful pursuits should precede on the list of those

great Frenchmen who might have appeared at first

sight to have most contributed to that special kind

of glory known as French. Gambetta follows Victor

Hugo, with 1
,
555,672 votes. Then come Napoleon

with 1
,
118

,
034

,
and Thiers with 1

,
039

,
453

,
respec-
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tively.” The Times correspondent well says :
“ Fif-

teen million answers have been received, and what

gives value to this striking demonstration is that we
have here the opinion of average France, not that of

a political coterie or of a cultivated elite.” Such a

vote raises one’s hopes of the race—almost of fame

itself. Said Milton

:

“ What is glory but the blaze of flame,

The people’s praise, if always praise unmix’d ?

And what the people but a herd confus’d,

A miscellaneous rabble who extol

Things vulgar, and well weigh’d, scarce worth the praise ?”

Here, I venture to think, is a creditable exercise of

the popular judgment, which well introduces what I

have to say of the outlook of medicine from a scien-

tific point of view, and which we may well set ofi

against some of the discouraging facts—I hope tem-

porary and evanescent facts—among ourselves as to

the popular estimate of the greatest achievements

of medicine.

It has been disquieting and humiliating to the

medical countrymen of Jenner to watch the outbreak

of prejudice against his great discovery. This is not

the time or place to labour that question in detail.

I am glad here just to say this, that there are slight

indications that this aberration is confined to certain

sections of the people, and even so is showing signs

of abatement. Dr. 0. A. Wickham, of Barnsbury,

and other friends have supplied me with proof that

the public vaccinations keep up to an average, and I

am delighted to gather from a letter in the Lancet

of March 30 that in the recent London County

Council election the antivaccinists got a severe rebuff
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at the polls, conveying a hint to Liberals that sound

Liberalism does not include the right to have an

infectious disease, horrible and injurious in itself,

and involving great risk to others. But, returning

to the French plebiscite, you may say, “ Pasteur was

not a physician.” Well, in a technical sense he was

not, but his earliest interest and yearnings in con-

nexion with his great discoveries had a medical char-

acter, and found in medicine their most splendid and

epoch-making application. In 1863, Napoleon III.

wished to see Pasteur. Pasteur was introduced to

the Emperor by his distinguished teacher, J. B.

Dumas. Referring to the Emperor’s questionings,

Pasteur says, “ I assured the Emperor that all my
ambition was to arrive at the knowledge of the causes

of putrid and contagious diseases.” Less than a

week ago, we as a profession, and the nation at large,

celebrated, with the sympathy and congratulations

of the civilized world, the eightieth birthday of Lord

Lister—the complement ofPasteur—who quickly saw,

with scarcely less genius and conviction than those

of the French savant, the proportions and the signifi-

cance of the immense discovery that was made by

Pasteur, for it determined that living air-borne

particles were at the root of fermentation, and, as he

soon surmised, at the root of putrefaction, suppura-

tion, gangrene, and infections generally.

Pasteur and Lister together, anticipating so

happily the entente cordiale
,
yet working in separate

fields, in spite of scoffers and scepticism, evolved

gradually, but with splendid scientific steadiness,

their great views, and the application of them to the

prevention and cure of disease in animals and plants.
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In 1866 I was privileged, by detention in Glasgow

for a fortnight, to see, and to be deeply impressed

by, the application of these views to surgery by (as

he was then) Mr. Lister, Professor of Surgery in the

University, and to learn at first hand the marvellous

results in compound fractures and other cases

obtained by the use of means to prevent putrefaction

in wounds, based on Pasteur’s discoveries, but per-

fected from day to day by Lister, till now they

constitute the chief glory of surgery, and of medicine

too. It is, indeed, not too much to say that the

work of these two men, so modest, so careful, so

intensely and laboriously and patiently scientific in

their methods, with all that has grown out of it,

will soon have saved, if they have not already saved,

as many lives as Napoleon I. and Napoleon III.

together contrived to destroy.# It is not only the

direct effect of their methods that we have to note

here, but the fact that they have established our

profession on a firm basis of science and close observa-

tion, which has raised it in the estimation of men,

and which must for ever serve as a guide to those

who profess the art of healing. In support of this

conclusion I need only remind you of the revolution

in medical education which is ever aiming at securing

in medical students a sounder knowledge of the

principles of science and of the fundamental subjects

of chemistry and biology as the only safe foundation

for the teaching of more strictly medical subjects.

* It is pleasant and only fair here to say that Napoleon III. showed

much interest in Pasteur and his work, and ordered with much per-

sistence the building of satisfactory laboratories for the promotion of

his momentous investigations.
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This change is for the moment trying to many old and

famous schools of medicine, but it is beneficent and

inevitable, and the schools which most heartily

recognize and accept it and all it implies will increas-

ingly attract the majority of students. And men in

practice, like ourselves, must catch the contagion

and keep abreast as well as we can with the new
spirit and methods of medicine.

Before I leave this notice of what I shall call the

master-builders of modern medicine it is as tempting

as it is unnecessary to say that these men had in

their composition not only the subtle and indefinable

characteristics of genius, but those moral qualities

—

of faith, of reverence, of high principle—which ever

enter into the greatest men, and which have been

conspicuous in the leaders of medicine from Hippo-

crates downwards. If the highest influence of our

profession is to be realized it will only be by this

combination of intellectual and moral qualities which

was eminently illustrated in Pasteur. If I might

venture a word of advice to my younger friends in

the profession, it would be to study biography, and

especially that of medical men who have influenced

their age or their colleagues. Of all biographies, that

of Pasteur seems to me one of the most delightful.

He was a devout Homan Catholic, but no scientific

success lessened either his humility, his reverence,

or his faith. Nearly twenty years before his

death he was overtaken by hemiplegia, and he had

early losses by death of those whom he most loved

;

but he remained still the same loving, trusting,

working man, and achieved after his hemiplegia

some of his greatest triumphs. Death is not for the
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like of Pasteur. He “ remains” as his great medical

colleague Lister will “ remain” We may apply to

each of them the words of Tacitus : “ Quicquid ex

Agricola amavimus, quicquid mirati sumus manet,

mansurum est in animis hominum, in seternitate

temporum, fama rerum.”

But it may he thought that I am getting far

away from my subject, and that we have to come

down to the common men and the common work of

our profession, and to say what is the outlook for

them—socially, politically, if you please financially.

I have noticed a tendency in some of my brethren to

speak somewhat despondingly of the outlook. They

see lions in the way, and things that threaten the

just influence and rewards of medical labour and

travail. And theoretically it does not seem very

obvious, after you have spent a thousand or a couple

of thousand pounds in the education of a son for the

profession, what is to be his immediate reward. Well,

if money were the only reward for medical service, I

should agree that it is not adequate. But I feel sure

that there are counterbalancing considerations which

will alter the outlook and make ours for all time an

honourable and a fairly satisfying profession. And
most medical men in their hearts seem to think so.

There is one fact which confirms this view, and that

is the number of medical men who put their sons

into the profession. For my part, I could imagine

no greater joy to a medical man than to be succeeded

by a son who gives his heart to the profession, and

finds his delight in mitigating suffering, “obviating,”

as Cullen puts it, “ the tendency to death ” and

degeneration in his patients and in the community.
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So strong is this feeling in many medical men that

they send not only a son, but sons, into the profession

—two, three, or six, or eight. This is a pretty clear

proof that they think it an honourable profession,

and one worthy to be followed. I cannot go so far

myself. The profession is overstocked, and I believe

in variety of callings in families. But given some

check to overcrowding, and devotion to medical

work in the spirit of Pasteur and Lister, I think

ours one of the best, if not the very first calling in

the world.

Let us briefly enumerate a few of the obstacles

that in the opinion of some are injuring the outlook

of medical practice as a calling. They may be said

to be—(1) the growth of specialism; (2) the pre-

vention of disease
; (3) the licence of unqualified

practice
; (4) the competition of certificated mid-

wives
;
and (5) the abuse of medical charity.

Let me say a few words on each of these subjects.

1. The Growth of Specialism.

It is no doubt true that there is a public demand

for the specialist, and that this is carried absurdly

far, as if the body consisted of detached parts and

members which could be treated apart and without

reference to the whole. With accumulating wealth,

not always accompanied with accumulations of wis-

dom, there will be an increasing number of persons

who will be tempted to go straight to a specialist,

whether their pain be in the little finger or in the

great toe. What is the remedy ? It is for every

general practitioner to make his knowledge as special

and as particular as possible
,
to be himself vigilant
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and intelligent in his diagnosis, and wise in the

use of his remedies. The public is quick to perceive

resource and readiness in general practitioners, and

it is only fair to admit that if consultants are claiming

to specialize they are hardly run by many general

practitioners who find themselves at home in every

region of the body and every organ, whether it be

the ear or the eye, the uterus or the lungs. The

facilities of special cliniques and the multiplication of

clinical and resident officers in hospitals tend to

specialize medical education, and equip the student

and practitioner who is in earnest for dealing with

all the ordinary ills he is likely to meet with. After

all, the general practitioner can often be himself a

specialist, and the intelligent of the public must see

that his ordinary adviser who specializes his know-

ledge is in the best position to take a large and

accurate view of his case and to treat it effectually.

2. The Wholesale Prevention of Disease.

If disease is prevented, as it is on a large scale, by

municipal measures and by education, it is said that

our occupation is threatened. But let me reply that

these very municipal measures imply medical service,

and employ large numbers of medical men. This

demand will increase as the hygiene of homes,

schools, factories, ships, shops, armies, and fleets is

more and more urged by law and by sanitary

authorities. And there remains the melancholy

fact that no efficiency of sanitary law or administra-

tion will ever be likely to prevent the thousand and

one diseases on which general practice rests. There

is, I think, some abuse in the system under which
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the hospitals of our Metropolitan Asylums Board

offer gratuitous treatment to those who are able to

pay or to keep and isolate their sick at home.

These hospitals were built for the poor. The

original Act provided that those who could pay

should be made to do so. In the feeding of

school-children provision is suggested for recovering

money from the parents where possible, but it is so

much easier for officials and politicians to bleed the

tax-payers and to pauperize the objects of bene-

volence that I fear that if care is not taken to

revive the old English virtue of independence and

thrift we shall lose some of our work in a way that

will benefit neither our patients nor the State.

3. The Licence of Unqualified Practice

.

This has always existed more or less, and in my
judgment cannot be altogether prevented by law.

The remedy is for general practitioners to perfect

their own superiority over prescribing druggists and

quacks of all sorts, and to show an interest in the

smaller complaints which often harass and hinder so

much the life of the working classes. I like that re-

mark of Sydenham, perhaps somewhat exaggerated,

contained in a letter to Dr. Brady : “Nevertheless,

I have always thought it a greater happiness to dis-

cover a certain method of curing even the slightest

disease than to accumulate the largest fortune, and

whoever compasses the former I esteem not only

happier, but better and wiser too.” It is not with

medicine as with law, de minimis non curat lex .

Medicine should care much—and here I differ from

many—about trifles : small complaints, indications of
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delicacy and ill-health—a toothache, nail-biting, a

swollen gland, a pyrexial tendency, defects ofstrength

or colour or animation. Without being fussy it is

possible to avert much pain and ill-health, and to put

people and families on better lines of health. Intelli-

gent care of this kind is much needed in all ranks of

life, and ought to be rewarded according to the means

of those benefited. Such intelligent care is appre-

ciated by all classes of patients, and not least by the

working-classes, out of whose modest means one has

seen the finest proofs of gratitude, and received some

of our most precious if small fees. I believe in no mere

hospital treatment for these classes. I believe in the

family practitioner who brings the children into the

world, knows them and their parents, and watches

their health from year to year, their circumstances,

their habits—even their bad habits—and treats them

with consideration and kindly warning. An immense

function of themedical profession lies in this direction,

and can only be discharged by a continuous family

medical man, whose observations may have much of

a scientific character, and add greatly to the influence

of the profession. We have seen what has been done

in the matter of acute and septic disease by the

prodigious and pregnant discoveries of Pasteur and

Lister, who have stimulated a whole army of followers

and imitators. There is another great field of work
almost yet untilled, and promising an abundant

harvest to those who will treat it with care—I mean
the subject of what I may call degeneration as

distinguished from disease. Much is being done

to mitigate the mischief of acute diseases. But they

do not make up the bulk of medical work. I went
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through one or two of my death-certificate books

lately, and took note of the causes of death in

100 cases. I found the average age of my patients

at death was 63^ years, and that only 12J per cent,

of these died from acute diseases. The respectable

age—the grand climacteric—attained by my clients

may be due to special circumstances, and I am sure

is more to be explained by their good constitution

than my skill, or the composition of my medicines.

But I should be sorry to think that we—I or any

medical man—had nothing to do with adding to the

longevity of our clients and that of their families

—

thinking, as I do, that our continuous care is of the

very essence of medical service. In the great study

that is before the nation of the complicated causes

of degeneration the medical profession should bear

a distinguished part, and there is no branch of the

profession more able to advance this inquiry than the

great body of general practitioners, who, in so doing,

will raise still higher the public estimate of the

profession. Bemember that Jenner began his study

of the subject of vaccination while he was yet in

practice in the country.

4. The Competition of Certificated Midwives.

Gentlemen, it was my duty, as a member of the

General Medical Council for fifteen years, to consider

the question of the mischief done by ignorant and un-

trained midwives in the practice of their craft, which

is as old as Genesis, and had come to be controlled in

almost all other civilized countries of the world. I

never hesitated as to the duty of the State to check

and to control this pathetic and terrible evil, and I
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think still as I did then. I must not detain you

with the pros and cons of this controversy. But as

I supported the demand for such legislation. I have

a special right and duty to protest against its defects.

In all my action on this question I contemplated

the midwife (and the whole Council did the same) as

being trained for and acting only as a midwife in

ordinary cases, and under strict compulsion to send

for a medical practitioner on the occurrence of any

abnormality in mother or child
;
and it seemed to me

that when Parliament passed a Bill compelling the

midwife to send for a medical man, it was an obvious

and logical conclusion that Parliament would provide

for the payment of any practitioner so summoned.

I moved the insertion of a provision to that effect

in the Bill. But Parliament found some technical

excuse for not inserting such a provision. The

omission is a serious flaw in the Act, discreditable

to Parliament. Parliament must correct this great

fault, which ifnot corrected may have very deplorable

consequences. The Act with this defect is a cruel

wrong to the lying-in woman, and is most unfair to

the medical profession. I have everyreason to believe

that the Midwives Board desires the supply of this

defect, and has repeatedly urged the Privy Council

to introduce legislation to this end. The profession

should appeal persistently to both the Midwives

Board and to the Privy Council for redress. The

case of the poor lying-in woman is altogether an ex-

ceptional one, and the exceptional legislation of 1902

must be completed by securing to the medical pro-

fession payment for services which Parliament itself

virtually compels. And it should be done without
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taint of pauperism. The profession, too, will look to

the Midwives Board to keep the practice of midwives

severely restricted to the case of normal labours. It

would be a breach of trust with the medical profession,

and altogether retrogressive, to admit the right of

imperfectly educated midwives to deal with labours

that do not comply with the normal and physiological

standard. With these criticisms I leave the question

of the Midwives Act. With advancing intelligence

and providence every respectable working man will

want to give his wife the best chance in her puerperal

time, and will seek to place her under the best medical

care he can command. And so I expect the medical

profession, viewing obstetric work as essentially

surgical work, with all the risks of an open wound
and the credit of all possible asepticism to be gained,

to maintain its supremacy and superiority in this

great branch of medical practice, the elevation of

which has corresponded with the transfer of respon-

sibility from midwives to medical practitioners. On
the score of humanity as well as for the credit of

medicine, the practice of midwifery must be kept at

the highest pitch of perfection.

5. The Abuse of Medical Charities.

It only remains for me to notice one more possible

hindrance to the full success and prosperity of the

medical profession. It is one that is kept well before

the public, but has not hitherto been effectively

grappled with by the authorities of our hospitals and

dispensaries—-I mean the abuse of medical charities.

There is no body of men to whom the public is more

indebted than the committees of our hospitals and dis-

pensaries, with their anxious responsibilities, unless,
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indeed, it be the medical and surgical staffs of these

charities, who perform gratuitous services which, in

point of responsibility, physical fatigue, and mental

wear and tear, are little realized. But let them be

well assured that they are risking the very existence

of voluntary hospitals by the methods of distributing

their alms. There is no excuse for them now, con-

sidering the readiness of medical men in every

district to meet the case of the industrial classes on

reasonable and self-respecting terms, and the high

efficiency of the medical profession to deal with the

run of the ills ministered to in the out-patient

departments. The medical profession, on the other

hand, must meet these classes half-way. I was one

of a committee in the General Medical Council for

seeking to hold up the character of the club system,

both as regards ethics and remuneration, and I

am bound to admit that the members of the Council

who met the representatives of the great industrial

lodges and friendly societies of Great Britain were

impressed with their reasonableness and their desire

to meet fairly the claims and views of the profession.

I still believe that good terms could be reached with

these bodies, and in this hope and the hope for

better discipline against all abuse of medical charities

I rest my Jbelief that the great working classes of

the country will come to find themselves better

looked after by well-paid and continuous medical

attendants than by the casual, irregular, and de-

moralizing system of out-patient relief, however

admirable and good in emergencies or extreme cases.

And now, gentlemen, you will be pleased to

think that I am about to bring my remarks on the
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outlook of medicine to a close. Had I my life to

begin again I should study medicine, for the intense

interest of it, for the companionships of it, and even

for the security of a modest income which every

earnest and enthusiastic and fairly intelligent man
may expect. You remember Johnson’s tribute to

the memory of Robert Levett, the old apothecary

who lived in his house, and without whose advice it

was said the great sage would not have been content

even with that of the whole College of Physicians :

“No summons mocked by chill delay,

No petty gains disdained by pride

;

The modest wants of every^ day,

The toil of every day supplied.”

We cannot all be Jenners, Pasteurs, or Listers, but

we are their successors. We enter into their herit-

age, we apply their discoveries, we practise the

principles which they established. It does not seem

to be pecuniarily profitable—though it should be

—

to make researches or discoveries. Lord Lister

probably never made or cared to make the income

which some of his followers have very properly made

by the use of his discoveries and methods. Both

he and they have their reward. They both belong

to the one great profession which has the strongest

claim on the gratitude of the public, and in its very

practice is attended with satisfactions beyond all

mere financial considerations. If I am right, and if

the profession is true to itself, it cannot cease to

count for much in the social and political future of

all civilized communities.
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